
JUNE PYLON RACE REPORT 2021 SEASON  

Rick Etter gets fastest time of the day at 1minute 28 seconds 

The weather was perfect for pylon racing and most anything else. But it was the - most anything 
else - that kept the pylon participation as low as we have seen for some time. Graduations, 
christenings. concerts and birthday parties took precedent as well they should. Family comes 
before anything including pylon racing. In addition there was a conflicting DLG contest that 
some SASS folk attended. However, for those who couldn’t make the race day, you can still be 
in the running for the final season awards. Our rules allow you to drop your lowest score race 
day points. The scores are then totaled as an aggregate of the remaining race days.  

ELECTRIC:  The six pilots that turned out enjoyed good close racing using a new speaker system 
for starting. This was provided by Himanshu that could be heard by all. Also the communication 
between number one pylon judge and the CD was vastly improved. Alastair purchased a new 
set of walkie talkies that provide two way communications. Thank you Alastair and Himanshu! 

Friendly rivalry between Himanshu and Roy provide some very close racing. Himanshu 
celebrated his first victory over Roy, beating Roy for first place by less than one second in the 
third round. Young fifteen year old Iseah improved his times from 2 minutes and 23 seconds in 
the first round to 1 minute and 46 seconds in the third. In the fourth round he beat Rick Etter to 
get second pace. Ben getting his second first place for the day! It’s great to see these younger 
folks dicing it up. That doesn’t include you Rick! By the way Rick’s fast time of the day was 
achieved with a brand new 1000 mah battery from Hobby King. I guess new batteries help but 
it’s still flying the course that counts. 

In Doubler and 1/2A there was only one entry as Jerry Neupert was away in Boston attending 
the christening ceremony of his new granddaughter. Himanshu gets the 4 points for both 
classes and is now tied with Jerry for first place. We would like to remind you that a club 
Doubler is available for racing and sport flying for the rest of the season. This was built by Russ 
Horsfall and is completely ready to bind and fly. Contact Himanshu Shekhar at 206 841 0601. 

The attached score sheets show the placing for the day and also the total scores for the season. 
After the next race day pilots worst race day scores will be deducted from the total score. 

Our usual thanks to all who helped run the race:  Our CD Russ Horsfall and ever reliable Alastair 
Jeschke as number one pylon Judge. Also Karsten Overa for checking and publishing the score 
sheets for the day and the season. 

Roy for Russ Horsfall, Pylon Race CD 

NOTE: The Next RACE DAY of the SRAC 2021 season will be July 10th . 


